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 1.Title of the programme : Multi – Disciplinary International Conference On  

                                               Relevance of Sree Narayana Gurus vision in the  

                                               Contemporary World.                             

2. Name of the coordinator/s      : Viji M P, Priya S Nair 

3. Organizing Department/Cell  : Sree Narayana Study and Research Centre & Internal Quality 

Assurance Cell 

4. Date :  08/02/2024 , 09/02/2024 

5. Number of Participants : 187 

6. Venue : Seminar Hall  

7. Resource Persons : Dr. Sugeetha B , Sri . Sanal Madhavan , Sri Sujith Sivanandh ,  

                                 Ms. Nancy Yeilding , Prof Sreekala Nair, Dr. Lakshmi Sankar 

8. Objective of the Programme : 

 To integrate Ordinary individuals into intellectual discourse regarding the    

Contemporary Significance of Sree Narayana Gurus Vision 

 

 To Foster Societed well – being and advancement through philosophical insights 

 

9. Detailed Description of the Event : The topic “Relevance of Sree Narayana Gurus Vision in    

   the Contemporary World “ which was conducted in hybrid mode  holds significant relevance 

today due to several reasons . 

1) In todays world, where issues of social justice ,gurus vision offers valuable insights and 

solutions. 



2) Gurus vision of universal values and one world culture offers valuable insights into 

promoting peace ,tolerance and cooperation across borders. 

Sri.Mubarak pasha , Hon.Vice Chancellor of Sree Narayana Guru open University ,Kollam has 

integrated this International Conference . In the inaugural address Hon.Vice Chancellor  talked 

about the importance of humanism and the dissolution of boundaries between people ,as 

espoused by Sree Narayana Guru ,lies in their ability to foster equality,unity,and social justice . 

The resource person told that by embodying these principles in thought and action , individuals 

can contribute to the creation of a more harmonious and compassionate society. 

The first session started with a talk on “World Peace and Sense of Oneness”by Dr.Sugeetha B, 

Former Director , International centre for Sree Narayana Guru Studies ,Kerala. Dr.Sugeetha B 

told that Sree Narayana Gurus teachings on world peace and the sense of  oneness are  deeply 

rooted in his philosophy of universal love ,compassion and spiritual enlightment. She presented 

in a very simple manner that Guru emphasized the importance of cultivating love and 

compassion towards all beings trancesending boundaries of cast, creed and nationality. His 

teaching encouraged individuals to recoganise the inherent divinity in every person and to treat 

others with kindness and empathy . 

The second session was in online mode by Sri. Sanal Madhavan ( software engineer in 5G & 

student of Narayanagurukula London.) on the topic “Narayana Guru : A Scientific Perspective 

“.By examing Gurus insights he explained that by applying scientific principles to Gurus 

teachings , we can bridge the gap between spirituality and science fostering a more holistic 

understanding of human existence . These inter disciplinary approach allows us to appreciate the 

depth and reference of Gurus wisdom in contemporary contents. Overall examining Sree 

Narayana Gurus teachings from a scientific perspective offers a path towards greater harmony , 

enlightment and human flourishing.  

The third session which was in online mode was  handled by Sri.Sujith Sivanandh (Member of 

Narayana philosophy society,Canada). The topic was “The Basis of Self Instruction(From The 

Philosophy Of Narayana Guru). Overview of his talk was an introduction of Narayana Gurus 

teachings on recognition of the individuals as the base for self department cultural to learners and 

the progress of  societies. He told that the true brotherhood of mankind extends for beyond 



known circles,it goes beyond family,friends and network of known people ethnicity or 

nationalities. 

The second day started with an Online session handled by Ms Nancy Yielding(founder and head 

of  Island Gurukula Aranya Washington) on the topic “ Relevance of Sree Narayana Gurus 

vision in the Contemporary world” . According to her, Sree Narayana Gurus vision of social 

equality education , interfaith harmony , environmental consciousness, empowerment of women 

and spiritual enlightenment remains highly relevant in addressing the challenges and aspirations 

of the contemporary world . His timeless teaching continue to inspire individuals and 

communities to strive for a more just harmonious and enlightened society.   The session was very 

interactive . 

The fifth session included paper presentations by participants which was chaired by Dr.PG 

Renjith(Assistant Professor, Department of Sanskrit, SNM College Maliankara) and Ms.Ragi 

Sekharan K and Ms.Sreeja PR (Assistant Professors, Department of Malayalam,SNM College 

Maliankara). 25 papers  were presented in the session  by teachers and research scholars of 

various colleges of all around India. The presentations were conducted both in Online and Offlne 

mode. 

Sixth session which was in ofline mode was handled by Prof. Sreekala Nair , Head Dep of 

philosophy, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit Kalady & Director, International School 

for Sree Sankaracharya Studies. The topic was “Sree Narayana Gurus” Reformulation of 

Vedanta and its contemporary Relevance” Speakers. She told that  the social reforms that Sree 

Narayana Guru brought out were the aftermaths of revisionary thoughts of Advaita .one of the 

key aspects of Sree Narayana Gurus Reformulation of Vedanta, which transcended caste, 

creed,and social divisons. Guru emphasized the essential unity of humanity and the universality 

of spiritual truths ,asserting that all individuals regardless of their background, have the potential 

to realize their divine nature.  

The final session was in offline mode,.Dr.Lakshmi sankar ( Asst Prof & Head, Dep of Sanskrit , 

Sreekrishna College Guruvayur )  had delivered a talk on the topic  „Advaitha Darshana in the 

works of Sree Narayana Guru – A study based on Gurudevas Brahmavidhya panchakam‟ . She 

deliverd her speech including many stories in a beautifull way. Sree Narayana Gurus 



interpretations and insights in to advaitha philosophy provided valuable perspectives on self- 

realization and the nature of existence . A study based  on Gurudevas Brahmavidya panchakam 

world explore these profound teachings and their relevance in contemporary spiritual discourse.  

                   Sreenarayana Gurus emphasized the non – dual nature of reality .He 

advocated for social equality and spiritual enlightment . Over all the conference on “Relevance Of 

Sree Narayana Gurus Vision in the Contemporary World” served as a platform for exploring 

timeless principle and values that hold relevance across diverse context and societies. By examing 

Gurus vision insight of contemporary challenges and opportunities , we can glance valuable 

lessons and inspirations for building a more just, inclusive and sustainable world. All the teachers 

and students of the college, committee members of Sree Narayana Study and Research 

Centre,IQAC Team and those interested in Narayana Gurudarshan from within and outside India 

participated in the conference. 

 

 

10) Outcome of the event / Evaluation by programme coordinator : Gained     Knowledge of 

Gurudarshan and life, realize how Gurudarshan helps a  Common man for success in life. 

Sreenarayana Gurus emphasized the non – dual nature of reality .He advocated for social 

equality and spiritual enlightment . over all the conference on “relevance of Sree Narayana 

Gurus vision in the contemporary world” served as a platform for exploring timeless principle 

and values that hold relevance across diverse context and societies. By examing Gurus vision 

insight of contemporary challenges and opportunities , we can glance valuable lessons and 

inspirations for building a more just, inclusive and sustainable world. 
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